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C O N T E N T S 





NORGE 1200 8V GT 

 

code 977712 

 

code 977713 



NORGE 1200 8V GT 

INNER BAGS FOR NORGE SIDEBAGS 

 

Quickly remove the contents while leaving the sidebags on the bike.  

The internal semi-rigid sidebag kit is designed specifically for the 

standard Norge or Breva 1100/1200 Sport accessory side cases. These 

inner bags are made of nylon and have a padded shoulder strap for 

easy carrying and a zip pocket to hold small items. 

 

code 977789 

NERO / COMPETITION 

BLACK 

code CM226705 

BIANCO / WHITE 

code CM226702 

MARRONE / BROWN 

code CM226712 

GRIGIO / GREY 

code CM226706 

NORGE TOPBOX KIT 

 

48 liter topbox with the lid painted in bike body color, includes 

passenger backrest and rear reflectors.  This kit comes with the 

necessary luggage rack and mounting plate. Nothing additional 

required. 

 

Please note that the topbox does not use the lock cylinders that 

come under the seat of the Norge. 

 

 

Replacment reflector is UPG622473, sold in pairs only. 

ROSSO / RED  

code CM226704 

BRONZO / BRONZE 

code CM226708 



NORGE 1200 8V GT 

TANKBAG KIT 

 

Essential for touring, this tank bag in nylon and PVC reaches a 

volume of approximately 16 liters. Made with the utmost attention to 

Details, it meets the needs of the most demanding touring riders. The 

bag has reflective inserts and includes a rain cover to protect the 

contents from water, even in the worst weather conditions. Its handle 

allows it to be easily carried. Specially designed for Norge, the 

mounting system makes it perfectly integrated into the design of the 

bike. 

 

code 977712 

LOWER GEL SEAT 

 

With a revised profile, gel padding, and a 29 inch (760mm) height, 

this lowered seat allows an easier reach to the ground. It employs the 

same high-grip OEM saddle material and matches the backrest pad on 

the OEM topbox. 

 

 

code 977713 



NORGE 1200 8V GT 

GPS MOUNT 

 

This aluminum bracket mounts the TomTom Rider 3 (or other 

GPS/Phone mounts, some additional labor required) to the top triple 

clamp. Its location allows for maximum visibility and an easy reach to 

the GPS or a cell phone.  

 

code 886955 

NORGE BIKE COVER 

 

Specifically made to fit a Norge with topbox and sidebags, this bike 

cover is made of scratch-resistant red fabric. A Norge logo in black 

adorns both sides. 

 

code 977716 



NORGE 1200 8V GT 

HANDLEBAR BAG 

 

Made of nylon and PVC and attached by Velcro straps to the 

handlebar risers, this handy carry-all can be transformed into a 

shoulder bag.  

 

Caution: Does not allow installation of the GPS mount, code 886955. 

 

code GU95040300002 

FINAL DRIVE GUARD 

 

Rear shaft drive guard is made from steel for additional strength and 

powdercoated for durability. Gives you added protection where you 

need it. 

 

code 983173 



NORGE 1200 8V GT 

REAR RACK KIT FOR 45L TOPBOX 

 

 

The same rack that is standard on the Stelvio, this versatile and sturdy 

rear carrier, made of steel and composite material, allows to fitment of 

the 45L-plastic or 38L-aluminum topbox.  Can also be fitted to the 

Breva 1100, 1200 Sport, and Norges. 

 

Please note that this is not necessary for installing the CM2267XX 

topbox kits. 

 

code GU05677230 

45L QUICK-RELEASE TOPBOX 

 

For practically any application, Guzzi offer this 45 liter topbox, large 

enough to hold two full face helmets with a large Imitation leather 

backrest for greater passenger comfort. Included is a mounting plate in 

composite material for easy fitting to most luggage racks. Rack 

GU05677230 necessary for installation on Norge, Breva 1100, or 

1200 Sport. 

 

code GU05487631 



NORGE 1200 8V GT 

ALUMINUM 38L TOPBOX 

 

This quick-release topbox includes a special bracket to attach it to the 

luggage rack in proper position. Also included are two keys and all 

necessary hardware.  Installation on the Norge requires luggage rack 

kit GU05677230; installation on the Stelvio uses the OEM rack and 

nothing additional.   

 

code B063103 

TAIL BAG 

 

Tailbag made of nylon and PVC, designed to fit onto the passenger 

seat and gives additional support to the rider.  Comes with a fitted rain 

cover and holds between 22 and 26L.  The perfect place to put things 

like rain gear and extra gloves. 

 

code GU95040300001 



NORGE 1200 8V GT 

BILLET NATURAL ALUMINUM MIRRORS 

 

Special homologated CNC mirrors with glossy anti-scratch finish.  

Allows better visibility and adds style to your Moto Guzzi. 

 

code B064245 

 

Also available in black, code 2S000031 

 

 

 

BAR END MIRRORS 

 

Bar end mirrors for your Moto Guzzi that replace the factory mirrors. 

Made of aluminum, with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless steel 

screws.  

 

These have a mirror that is large enough to be useful while riding, 

giving an excellent view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the 

handlebar and also function as handguards, leaving the reflective part 

in a similar position to the factory mirrors. 

 

code 2S000330  
 





STELVIO 1200 8V NTX 

ALUMINUM 38L TOPBOX 

 

This quick-release topbox includes a special bracket to attach it to the 

luggage rack in proper position. Also included are two keys and all 

necessary hardware.  Installation on the Norge requires luggage rack 

kit GU05677230; installation on the Stelvio uses the OEM rack and 

nothing additional.  

 

code B063103 

45L QUICK-RELEASE TOPBOX 

 

For practically any application, Guzzi offer this 45 liter topbox, large 

enough to hold two full face helmets with a large Imitation leather 

backrest for greater passenger comfort. Included is a mounting plate in 

composite material for easy fitting to most luggage racks, including 

the Stelvio’s. Rack GU05677230 necessary for installation on Norge, 

Breva 1100, or 1200 Sport. 

 

code GU05487631 



HANDLE KIT FOR ALUMINUM  SIDE CASES 

 

Pair of nylon handles, they are fixed with Velcro to the rings on the 

aluminum covers, and transform the sidebags into suitcases. 

 

code 896055 

INNER BAG SET 

 

Pair of bags in nylon for the aluminum sidebags, with rubber-coated 

top handles.  Zippered top opening comparment allows you to fill up 

the space in your sidebag, then slide the bag into the bike and be on 

your way. 

 

code 983303 

STELVIO 1200 8V NTX 



HEADLIGHT BRUSH GUARD 

 

Protect your headlight when doing serious off road riding.  Made of 

high grade powder coated steel, this guard offers effective protection 

for the front light. Not homologated for public road use. 

 

code 897774 

STELVIO 1200 8V NTX 

FINAL DRIVE GUARD 

 

Rear shaft drive guard is made from steel for additional strength and 

powdercoated for durability. Gives you added protection where you 

need it. 

 

code 983173 



HEATED HANDGRIPS KIT 

 

The kit consists of the pair of heated grips that plug into dedicated 

connectors in the bike’s wiring harness. Can be used with or without 

the hand guards.  

 

code 983155 

37L ALUMINUM SIDEBAG KIT 

 

The OEM aluminum bags and brackets from the NTX are available to 

install onto an older Stelvio. The same supplied keys fit the locking lids 

and the quick-detach bag latches. Hardware included. Inner bag set 

(code 983303) sold separately.  

 

code B064004 

STELVIO 1200 8V NTX 



ROADLOCK FRONT WHEEL IMMOBILIZER 

 

The ROADLOCK is a permanently mounted lock bracket that attaches 

to the front brake caliper.  It allows a locking pin to be inserted which 

locks the front wheel, completely stopping it from turning.   

 

Once activated, the bike can still be placed on its centerstand since the 

front wheel can easily be dragged backwards but the bike cannot be 

removed from it’s centerstand becuase the front wheel cannot be 

rolled forwards. 

 

code 886669 

STELVIO 1200 8V NTX 

ELECTRONIC ALARM KIT 

 

This anti-theft system has been developed in collaboration with 

market leader Metasystem. The system comprises two boxes. The 

system contains a case and two remote controls. 

 

code 887335 



NTX SUMP GUARD KIT 

 

This OEM Stelvio NTX 3mm-thick aluminum bellypan protects the 

oil pan from hits or spray from the front wheel and additionally helps 

cool the engine.  It requires the engine guard to mount.  Available to 

replace the OEM sump guard on an NTX or to upgrade an older 

Stelvio. 

 

code 883979 

NTX HAND GUARD KIT 

 

OEM on the NTX, this handguard kit.consists of a pair of plastic hand 

guards (nylon PA6), dedicated barends and mounting hardware (you 

can combine it with the heated grips code 983155).  Available to 

replace the OEM set, upgrade an older Stelvio, or embellish a Breva 

1100, 1200 Sport or Griso. 

 

code 983157 

STELVIO 1200 



FOG LIGHT KIT 

 

This is the OEM NTX fog light kit made of magnesium and 

aluminum, giving optimal visibility in all weather conditions. Total 

power requirement: 110W.  

 

This kit is available to replace the OEM lights or to upgrade earlier 

non-NTX Stelvios; additional bracket required. 

 

code 887321 

NTX ENGINE GUARD KIT 

 

These are the OEM NTX engine guards, made of painted steel. They 

ensure effective protection of the engine in case of fall at moderate 

speeds. This kit also mounts the fog lights and the aluminum sump 

guard. 

 

Available to replace the OEM set or to upgrade an older Stelvio. 

 

code 887322 

STELVIO 1200 





CALIFORNIA 1400 
(All) 

ROUND SHORT STEM MIRRORS KIT 

 

 

Made from billet aluminum, they dramatically upgrade the appearance 

of the bike. The mirror  is mounted with rubber isolated ball joints and 

stainless steel screws to give a vibration free view of everything you 

just passed. 

 

Polished Natural Aluminum code 2S000333  

 

Black Aluminum code 2S000331 

 

 

BAR END MIRRORS 

 

Bar end mirrors for your Moto Guzzi that replace the factory mirrors. 

Made of aluminum, with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless steel 

screws.  

 

These have a mirror that is large enough to be useful while riding, 

giving an excellent view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the 

handlebar and also function as handguards, leaving the reflective part 

in a similar position to the factory mirrors. 

 

Polished aluminum 

code: 2S000611 

 

Brushed aluminum 

code:  2S000261 

 

Black aluminum 

code: 2S000610 

 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 

BILLET NATURAL ALUMINUM MIRRORS 

 

Special homologated CNC mirrors with glossy anti-scratch finish.  

Allows better visibility and adds style to your Moto Guzzi. 

 

The mirror  is mounted with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless 

steel screws to give a vibration free view of everything you just 

passed. 

 

 

code B064245 

 

Also available in black, code 2S000031 

 

 

 

BAR END MIRRORS 

 

Bar end mirrors for your Moto Guzzi that replace the factory mirrors. 

Made of aluminum, with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless steel 

screws.  

 

These have a mirror that is large enough to be useful while riding, 

giving an excellent view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the 

handlebar and also function as handguards, leaving the reflective part 

in a similar position to the factory mirrors. 

 

code 2S000330  
 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 

CNC ALUMINUM  BRAKE AND CLUTCH LEVERS SHOW OFF 

 

 

Extra large  levers made from billet aluminum and polished, these 

adjustable levers add stylish looks, comfort and increased safety to the 

bike.  

 

 

Polished Natural Aluminum Clutch Lever code 2S000343  

Polished Natural Aluminum Brake Lever code 2S000342  

 

 

CNC ALUMINUM BRAKE AND CLUTCH LEVERS 

 
Custom designed adjustable brake and clutch lever, made of CNC-

machined  aluminum with a glossy anti-scratch finish. 

 

Polished Aluminum Brake Lever code B064255 

Polished Aluminum Clutch Lever code B064256 

 

 

 

 

Black Aluminum Clutch Lever code 2S000345 

Black Aluminum Brake Lever code 2S000344  

 

 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 

ALUMINUM  STRAIGHT CUT  PATTERN HANDGRIPS KIT 

 

 

Special handgrips made in machined aluminum with special rubber 

anti-slide inserts and a polished finish.  These have a straight cut 

pattern. 

 

Polished Natural Aluminm code: 2S000335  

 

Black Aluminm code: 2S000334  

ALUMINUM  TWISTED PATTERN HANDGRIPS KIT 

 

Special handgrips made in machined aluminum with special rubber 

anti-slide inserts and a polished finish.  These have a twisted pattern. 

 

code B064257 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 

CHROMED TANK SIDE COVERS 

 

The side tank covers, made of steel with chromed finish, customize 

the style of the bike. 

 

code B064244 

FORK SLEEVE COVERS KIT 

 

These chrome-finished fork sleeve covers customize your bike’s 

appearance and keep the forks clean on long trips. 

 

code B064252 



CNC BAR ENDS 

 

 

Made from billet aluminum, these bar ends are the latest in style.   

Available in two finishes to allow you to express yourself. 

 

Polished Aluminum code: 2S000337  

 

Black Aluminum code: 2S000338  

CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 

BILLET SWINGARM DRESS-UP WASHERS 

 

Special swing arm washers made in machined aluminum that 

customize the style of the bike. 

 

code B064272 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 

CYLINDER HEAD PROTECTION KIT 

 

These special side shields add style to your bike and protect the 

cylinder heads at the same time. They are made from billet aluminum 

and mount with stainless brackets using stainless screws (included). 

Shields and brackets are finished to a mirror polish.  

 

code B064247 

HEAT SHIELD KIT 

 

Made of polished stainless steel with heat resistant plastic inserts, 

these shields mount to the stock throttle body protectors and deflect 

heat generated by the cylinders from the the driver’s legs - very useful 

in stop-and-go traffic or very hot weather. 

 

code 2S000032 



ACCENT CYLINDER HEAD COVERS 

 

 

Elegant painted  / polished cylinder heads covers, they really make 

your California 1400 stand out. 

 

 

Gray code: 2S000364 

 

Red code: 2S000363 

 

BLACK ALUMINUM HORN COVERS 

 

Elegant black anodized horn covers, they really make your California 

1400 stand out. 

 

code: 2S000462 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 



CYLINDER HEAD BOLT DRESS UP KIT 

 
 

Set of four CNC machined aluminum spacers with polished stainless 

bolts to upgrade the screws that attach the cylinder head covers. 

Makes the engine look more unique, looks fantastic with the red or 

gray head covers. 

 

code 2S000348  

CRANKCASE ENGINE HOLES COVER  

 

 

Made from laser cut aluminum and black anodized, they cover the 

holes on the lower engine crankcase.  

 

The "1400" displacement is laser engraved.  

 

code 2S000399  

CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
(ALL) 

HEATED HANDGRIPS 

 
These install into pre-existing connectors in the wiring harness and are 

controlled by an existing handlebar switch with status displayed on the 

instrument panel. 

 

code B064270 

LEATHER TANK BAG 

 

 

Tank bag made of leather, with useful pockets and handle. The tank 

bag mounts to the leather tank cover (sold separately and needed for 

install) through a micrometric buckle. Waterproof cover included. 

Needs tank cover (sold separately) to mount. 

 

code 2S000525  

 

 

Tank cover made of leather, follows the shape of the tank and allows 

the fixing of the dedicated bag.  

 

code 2S000524  

 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
ELDORADO 

WINDSCREEN/FLYSCREEN KITS 

 

One of the most popular accessories are the windscreen and flyscreen 

kits.  There are two types of mounting kits, the standard brackets 

found on the California 1400 Touring and the accessory lower 

brackets. Please note that the standard height brackets will require 

hardware 606255M.  All screens are Lexan. 

 

Using the standard brackets, there is the option of the tall (OEM 

California 1400 Touring) windscreen that extends to the riders’s head 

or a medium windscreen measuring 522.4 mm wide,  408.7 mm tall 

from headlight to top. 

 

Using the lower brackets, there is the option of the medium 

windscreen measuring 522.4 mm wide,  408.7 mm tall from headlight 

to top or the very short sport screen measuring 407.8 mm wide, 308.9 

mm tall from headlight to top. 

 

Standard Brackets code 605853M 

Hardware For Standard Brackets code 606255M 

Tall Windscreen For Standard Brackets code 605854M 

Medium Screen For Standard Brackets code 2S000546 

 

Lower Brackets code 2S000542 

Medium Screen For Lower Brackets code 2S000544 

Sport Screen For Lower Brackets code 2S000548 

 

BLACK LEATHER SIDEBAGS 

 

Classic sidebags in black leather, 23 liters capacity each, 46L total 

volume, with a locking mechanism to securely attach to the vehicle. 

Off the bike, they have an adjustable shoulder strap to turn into a bag. 

Requires leather sidebag mounts.  

 

The bags come with waterproof bag covers protect them their contents 

from rain.  

 

Leather Sidebag code 2S000526  

 

Leather Sidebag Mount code 2S000538  



BILLET DRESS UP COVERS FOR BRAKE AND SHIFT LEVER 

 

 

Upgrade the look of your shift brake and shift levers with these billet 

aluminum covers. 

 

Rear Brake Lever Cover code 2S000350  

 

Shift Lever Cover code 2S000352 

BILLET DRESS UP BRAKE PEDAL COVER 

 

 

Billet aluminum brake pedal cover  for  maximum grip and maximum 

good looks. Use with the rear brake lever’s cover to greatly enhances 

the look of the rear brakes. 

 

code 2S000351 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
ELDORADO 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
ELDORADO 

 

FRONT BRAKE DRESS UP KIT 

 

 

Made of laser cut and polished stainless steel, installs on the brake 

discs of the front wheel with clamping sleeves made from billet 

aluminum. 

 

code 2S000467 

 

ALUMINUM FORK TOP CAPS COVER 

 

 

Made from billet aluminum, they are permanently attached to the 

screws on the fork legs. 

 

code 2S000402 



FRONT FENDER CREST 

 

 

Made of laser cut and laser engraved hand-polished stainless steel and 

mounted on the front fender with special stainless steel columns.  

 

It completes the classic look of the Eldorado. 

 

code 2S000353 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
ELDORADO 

CYLINDER HEAD PROTECTION KIT 

 

These special side shields add style to your bike and protect the 

cylinder heads at the same time. They are made from billet aluminum 

and mount with stainless brackets using stainless screws (included). 

Shields and brackets are finished to a mirror polish.  

 

code B064247 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
AUDACE 

RED CYLINDER HEAD COVERS 

 

 

Elegant painted red / polished cylinder heads covers, they really make 

your California 1400 stand out. 

 

Red code: 2S000363 

CYLINDER HEAD DRESS UP KIT 

 
 

Set of four CNC machined aluminum spacers with polished stainless 

bolts to upgrade the screws that attach the cylinder head covers. 

Makes the engine look more unique, looks fantastic with the red or 

gray head covers. 

 

code 2S000348  



CALIFORNIA 1400 
AUDACE 

ALUMINUM  FOOTPEGS 

 

 

Upgrade your rubber footpegs to these billet aluminum pegs. The 

footpegs have a knurling milled into the surface to draws a specific 

design maximum grip in all riding conditions. 

 

Rider code 2S000346 

 

Passenger code 2S000347 

CNC ALUMINUM BRAKE AND CLUTCH LEVERS 

 

 

Made from billet aluminum and either polished or  black anodized, 

these adjustable levers add stylish looks, comfort and  increased safety 

to the bike.  

 

 

Polished Natural Aluminum Brake Lever code 2S000342  

Polished Natural Aluminum Clutch Lever code 2S000343  

 

 

Black Aluminum Brake Lever code 2S000344  

Black Natural Aluminum Clutch Lever code 2S000345 



CALIFORNIA 1400 
AUDACE 

CARBON LOOK TANK TOP  COVER 

 

 

The tank top cover, wrapped with special carbon look film, customize 

the style of the bike and give it more of a high tech muscle cruiser 

look. 

 

code 606162M  

CARBON LOOK TANK SIDE COVER 

 

 

The tank side covers, wrapped with special carbon look film, 

customize the style of the bike and give it more of a high tech muscle 

cruiser look.  

 

code 606161M  



ELECTRONIC ALARRM KIT 

 

 

The latest generation of compact radio-controlled alarm system.  

 

Among its specific features: engine immobilizer, integrated navigation 

sensor, high level of security.  

 

code 2D000027  

CALIFORNIA 1400 
AUDACE 

CARBON LOOK INJECTOR COVERS 

 

 

The injector covers, wrapped with special carbon look film, customize 

the style of the bike and give it more of a high tech muscle cruiser 

look.  

 

code 606163M  



65L TOPBOX 

 

This fiberglass 65L topbox is painted to match the bike, with chromed 

handle and locks. It’s provided with a large and comfortable passenger 

backrests with the same material and color as the saddle. The interior 

is trimmed in velvet, offers a mirror and a object-safe net.  Please note 

that this topbox is hard-mounted to the rack and is not quick release. 
 

50L QUICK-RELEASE TOPBOX 

 

This topbox with quick release is able to accommodate two full-face 

helmets. Upper shell is painted to match vehicle color with passenger 

comfort backrest, finished in the same material and color as the 

saddle. Internally it features a document pocket and elastic bands to 

keep objects stable. 

 

 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING 

NERO / BLACK 
code CM262801 

BIANCO / WHITE 
code CM262802 

ROSSO / RED  
code CM262805 

NERO / BLACK 
code CM228501 

BIANCO / WHITE 
code CM228502 

ROSSO / RED  
code CM228506 



LUGGAGE RACK 

 
Designed in chromed tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the 

carrying capacity of the bike by allowing the mounting of the 50L or 65L 

top cases. 

 

code B063992 

INTERNAL BAGS FOR SIDEBAGS 

 

Made to fit the hard or leather-clad hard sidebags, these inner bags can 

easily be removed and transported using their handles and straps. They 

are made of high performance materials, using innovative techniques 

that ensure water resistance. 

 

code B064250 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



WINDSHIELD AIR DEFLECTORS 

 

These air deflectors attach with supplied hardware to the existing 

holes in the mounting brackets of the standard 1400 Touring 

windshield (or accesory windshield B064234  for the 1400 Custom). 

They significantly reduce buffeting to the rider’s head and legs, 

increasting comfort. 

 

code B064235 

LEATHER-CLAD HARD SIDEBAGS 

 

These locking sidebags were designed by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi. 

They are made of hard plastic and covered with genuine natural 

leather processed by skilled craftsmen. They are the same shape and 

capacity as the sidebags standard on the Touring or offered as 

accessory for the Custom, offering sophisticated customization.  

 

Installation bracket kit B064286 required when installing onto a 

California 1400 Custom; uses the OEM hardware on the Touring. 

 

code B064239 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING 



BILLET NATURAL ALUMINUM MIRRORS 

 

Special homologated CNC mirrors with glossy anti-scratch finish.  

Allows better visibility and adds style to your Moto Guzzi. 

 

code B064245 

 

Also available in black, code 2S000031 

 

 

 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 

BAR END MIRRORS 

 

Bar end mirrors for your Moto Guzzi that replace the factory mirrors. 

Made of aluminum, with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless steel 

screws.  

 

These have a mirror that is large enough to be useful while riding, 

giving an excellent view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the 

handlebar and also function as handguards, leaving the reflective part 

in a similar position to the factory mirrors. 

 

code 2S000330  
 



BLACK CHROMED TOURING HANDLEBAR 

 

This black-chrome handlebar customizes your California Touring, 

exactly replacing the standard chrome handlebar.   

 

Fitting to other 1400 models requires the OEM fluid and control lines 

from the Touring model. 

 

code B064246 

HEATED HANDGRIPS 

 
These install into pre-existing connectors in the wiring harness and are 

controlled by an existing handlebar switch with status displayed on the 

instrument panel. 

 

code B064270 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



ALUMINUM HANDGRIPS KIT 

 

Special handgrips made in machined aluminum with special rubber 

anti-slide inserts and a polished finish. 

 

code B064257 

BRAKE LEVER 

 
Custom designed adjustable brake lever, made of CNC-machined  

aluminum with a glossy anti-scratch finish. 

 

code B064255 

 

 

 

 

CLUTCH LEVER 

 
Custom designed adjustable clutch lever, made of CNC-machined  

aluminum with a glossy anti-scratch finish. 

 

code B064256 

 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



CYLINDER HEAD PROTECTION KIT 

 

These special side shields add style to your bike and protect the 

cylinder heads at the same time. They are made from billet aluminum 

and mount with stainless brackets using stainless screws (included). 

Shields and brackets are finished to a mirror polish.  

 

code B064247 

HEAT SHIELD KIT 

 

Made of polished stainless steel with heat resistant plastic inserts, 

these shields mount to the stock throttle body protectors and deflect 

heat generated by the cylinders from the the driver’s legs - very useful 

in stop-and-go traffic or very hot weather. 

 

code 2S000032 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



USA HOMOLOGATED MUFFLERS KIT 

 
 

These sip-on mufflers, as delivered, meet EPA and CARB standards.  

 

For closed course use only, a welded circlip that can be removed 

allowing increased sound and performance.   

 

Please note that removing the noise tube is 100% irreversable and will 

render the mufflers non-compliant with EPA and CARB and therefore 

not legal for use on US public roads. 

 

 

code TBD 

 

EXHAUST END CAPS 

 

Special aluminum mirror finished end caps to be applied to the 

standard exhaust. 

 
These mirror-finished aluminum end caps can be applied to the 

standard mufflers for a custom appearance. 

 

For first generation mufflers only. 

 

code B064289 

 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



CHROMED TANK SIDE COVERS 

 

The side tank covers, made of steel with chromed finish, customize 

the style of the bike. 

 

code B064244 

FORK SLEEVE COVERS KIT 

 

These chrome-finished fork sleeve covers customize your bike’s 

appearance and keep the forks clean on long trips. 

 

code B064252 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



RIDER FOOTBOARD KIT 

 

Replacing standard steel components, these rider floorboards are made 

of aluminum. They maintain the same driving ergonomics as the 

standard ones but weigh much less and have a customized appearance, 

in line with the style of the bike. 

 

code B064249 

PASSENGER FOOTBOARD KIT 

 

Reclining passenger floorboards made from billet aluminum polished, 

they mainteing the same design of rider footpegs. They can be 

adjusted horizontally in four positions through a sophisticated spring 

mechanism that facilitates their optimal positioning.   

 

Please note that they can be adjusted far enough to contact the exhaust 

pipe and that not all positions are compatible with the OEM exhaust. 

 

code B064248 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



BILLET HANDLEBAR RESERVOIR COVERS 

 

These special covers for the hand brake and clutch reserviors are made 

in machined aluminum with a glossy anti-scratch finish. 

 

 

Silver code B064259 

 

Black code 2S000464 

BILLET REAR BRAKE RESERVIOR COVER 

 

Made of billet aluminum, it slips over the existing reservoir to give a 

custom appearance with a minimum of installation time. 

 

code B064288 

 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



BILLET LICENSE PLATE SUPPORT KIT 

 

Elegant-sized plate holder is made of stainless steel with polished 

finish. 

 

USA, Most of Canada Sized Plate 

code 2S000033 

 

EU, Quebec + Alberta Canada Sized Plate 

code B064254 

BILLET SWINGARM DRESS-UP WASHERS 

 

Special swing arm washers made in machined aluminum that 

customize the style of the bike. 

 

code B064272 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



BLACK-WHITE COMFORT GEL SADDLE 

 

This saddle offers a special comfort to rider and passenger thanks to 

the gel inserts on the sitting zone. 

 

This saddle offers special comfort to rider and passenger thanks to gel 

inserts in the sitting zones. 

 

code  B064236 

 

Also made with all-black seat cover as code 2S000063. 

COMFORT GEL LOWER SADDLE 

 

Saddle that combines the comfort of gel inserts and the convenience of 

a low profile, to allow better and safer ground support. 

 

code B064238 

 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING 



LEATHER SADDLE 

 

This natural leather saddle matches the style and quality offered by the 

leather side suitcases. 

 

Please note that this saddle can be fitted to the 1400 Custom by 

removing the two rubber bumpers from the underside.  Shaped like the 

1400 Touring saddle, it makes the 1400 Custom a very comfortable 

place for two people. 

 

code B064237 

ALL-BLACK COMFORT GEL SADDLE 

 

This saddle offers special comfort to rider and passenger thanks to gel 

inserts in the sitting zones. 

 

code 2S000063 

 

Also available in a black-white seat cover as code B064236. 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



BIKE COVER: SADDLEBAGS & TALL WINDSHIELD BUT NO 

TOPBOX 

 

Customized cover made for internal use, it assures protection from 

dust and can be used when parking inside. It is made of stretch fabric 

with two-tone graphics inline with the style of the bike. 

 

code B064241 

BIKE COVER: SADDLEBAGS, TALL WINDSHIELD, & TOPBOX 

 

Customized cover made for internal use, it assures protection from 

dust and can be used when parking inside. It is made of stretch fabric 

with two-tone graphics inline with the style of the bike. 

 

code B064242 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING 



HANDLEBAR BAG 

 

This stylish and functional handlebar bag, made of cordura and natural 

leather, frames the Moto Guzzi logo and holds small items for quick 

retrival one-handed.  Perfectly size for toll transponders, cell phones 

or lighters. 

 

code 2S000034 

INJECTOR COVERS KIT 

 

These injection covers are made of brushed aluminum to give a more 

rich and refined look. 

 

code B064253 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



TANK BAG MOUNT 

 

Made of Cordura with leather inserts, it is necessary to mount the 

dedicated tank bag (code 2S000039). 

 

code 2S000038 

TANK BAG 

 

Tank bag made of Cordura with leather inserts, with useful pockets 

and handle. It fixes on the tank cover through a micrometric buckle. 

Water repellent cover included. 

 
Made of Cordura with leather inserts, this tank bag has useful pockets 

and a carrying handle and is shaped to fit the 1400 tank. It attaches to 

the tank cover (code 2S000038, not included) through a micrometric 

buckle. Water repellent cover included. 

 

 

code 2S000039 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



NAVIGATOR BRACKET 

 

Meant to mount the TomTom Rider, this bracket is made of polished 

stainless steel and can be used to mount other GPS units or cell phones 

using customer supplied mounts. 

 

code B064243 

TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT 

 

This is the OEM windshield from the California 1400 Touring and is 

designed by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi.  The windscreen is Lexan with 

brackets made of polished stainless steel and follows the lines of the 

bike, providing wind protection to the rider.  

 

It is available to replace the OEM windshield on the Touring or for 

fitting onto other 1400s to add protection and comfort. 

 

Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and installation 

instructions. 

 

code B064234 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
TOURING / CUSTOM 



HIGHWAY BARS 

 

These are the OEM highway bars from the California 1400 Touring, 

designed by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi,  This kit is made of chromed 

tube and follows the lines of the bike.  

 

Provides specific protection to the engine and the rider’s legs.  

 

Available to replace the OEM bars on a Touring or for fitting onto a 

Custom to add protection and comfort. 

 

code B063588 

AUXILIARY LIGHTS 

 

These are the OEM auxiliary lights from the California 1400 Touring,  

providing better visibility when driving at night. Their chrome finish 

integrates perfectly with the look of the vehicle.  

 

The two lights are installed under the blinkers by brackets (included in 

the kit). Includes all necessary hardware. 

 

code B064251 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
CUSTOM 



SIDEBAGS KITS FOR CALIFORNIA 1400 CUSTOM 

 
These are the same bags standard to the 1400 Touring. Each case has 

a volume of 35 litres.  

 

Please note that this kit comes with mounting hardware. 

LEATHER SIDEBAG SET 

 

Add extra style to your California 1400 with this handmade Italian 

leather sidebag set. Same capacity of 35L each (70L total) as the 

painted 1400 Touring bags, these are constructed from a plastic shell 

with leather exterior. These bags feature chrome latches and work with 

the OEM sidebag guards on the Touring, offered as an accessory for 

the1400 Custom. 

 

These bags directly interchange with those standard on the 1400 

Touring. Mounting to the 1400 Custom requires the side case support 

kit below (sold separately). 

 

code B064239 

 

 

SIDE CASE SUPPORT KIT 

 

Necessary kit to mount the leather side cases. 

 

code B064286 

GRIGIO / GREY 
code CM228703 

NERO / BLACK 
code CM228701 

BLU / BLUE 
code 606301M 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
CUSTOM 



1400 CUSTOM BIKE COVER 

 

Customized cover assures protection from dust and can be used when 

parking indoors. It is made of stretch fabric with two-tone graphics in 

line with the style of the bike. 

 

Intended for use with a California 1400 Custom without windscreen, 

sidebags, or a topbox.   

 

code 2S000062 

 

For bikes with a accessories please use one of the covers for the 

California 1400 Touring. 
 

SIDE CASE BUMPER KIT 

 

These are the OEM sidebag protectors found on the California 1400 

Touring, designed by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi. They are made of 

chromed tubing that follows the lines of the bike. They provide 

specific protection to the side cases mounted on the bike. 

 

This kit is available to replace the OEM bumpers on a Touring or as 

an addition to a 1400 Custom. 

 

 

code B063624 

CALIFORNIA 1400 
CUSTOM 





WINDSHIELD KIT 

 

The windshield is made of polycarbonate and approved by the DOT. 

Long tested in all conditions it provides excellent wind protection 

while enhancing the unique look of the Griso. Its stainless steel 

supports can be adjusted to different positions so as to always 

guarantee the best comfort when riding. 

 

code 887773 

FLYSCREEN KIT 

 

This plexiglass flyscreen makes the Griso even more attractive and 

improves aerodynamics. Tested in a wind tunnel and on the road, it 

ensures greater comfort over long distances. DOT approved. 

 

code GU06977200 

GRISO 8V SE 



SEMI-RIGID SIDEBAGS KIT 

 

This kit consists of a pair of semi-rigid bags, mounting hardware, rain 

covers, fasteners, and instructions.   

 

The sidebags are easily removable thanks to the patented Fast Click ® 

system, and once in place can be locked to the mounts. The volume 

varies from 18 to 20 liters. The kit is tested and approved by the 

technical department Moto Guzzi.  

 

code GU06480100 

SERVICE STAND 

 

Made of powder coated steel, (together with the front support 

included), The Griso service stand allows you to easily lift the bike to 

perform routine maintenance or, in the case of prolonged storage, to 

be moved easily thanks to the strong nylon wheels. 

 

code GU973243500010 

GRISO 8V SE 



REAR CARRIER KIT 

 

This rugged luggage rack, made of powder coated steel, provides a 

handy place to strap on gear, including the dedicated tail bag, sold 

separately. 

 

code GU06677200 

SPORT TAIL BAG 

 

The nylon and PVC tail bag with rain cover attaches to the Griso rear 

carrier kit (sold seperately) and can be easily removed, becoming a 

useful carrying case.  

 

Its volume varies from 8 to 12 liters via adjustable straps. 

 

code GU973243500001 

GRISO 8V SE 



TOURING TAIL BAG 

 

The tail bag, made of nylon and PVC, offers high load capacity with a 

volume ranging from 15 to 20 liters. It attaches with four adjustable 

straps under the bike tail. Once removed, it can be carried comfortably 

with the anatomic handle. 

 

code 983033 

GRISO BIKE COVER 

 

This bike cover is made of anti-scratch black fabric for indoor use 

with Griso logos on both sides.  Please note the sidebags and tailbag 

(if installed) must be removed from the Griso to use this cover. 

 

code GU973243500000 

GRISO 8V SE 



BIG TANKBAG 

 

This nylon and PVC tank bag has a volume of around 18 liters, 

waterproof zippers, reflective inserts, clear map holder pouch, and a 

rain hood to protect even in the worst weather conditions. Its anatomic 

handle allows it to be carried comfortably.  

 

The kit is completed with mounts. 

 

code GU06481500 

SMALL TANKBAG 

 

Indispensable for storing small items, the tank bag made of nylon and 

PVC has a small-sized volume that makes it space-saving and easy to 

carry.  

 

Designed specifically for the Griso, the bag has waterproof zippers, 

reflective inserts, and a rain hood to protect even in the worst weather 

conditions. Its anatomic handle allows it ot be carried confortably.  

Releases from the bike with a single touch.  The base has four 

powerful magnets that ensure grip even at maximum speed. 

 

Includes the bag and mounting base. 

 

code GU06481501 

GRISO 8V SE 





GUZZI GARAGE 
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GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 

From England to the US, it crossed the ocean in a flash in the ’60s. 

Today the café racer style makes your V7 unique. 
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GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



SET OF THREE NUMBER PLATES 

 

Three number plates, one front plate and two side plates, mounted on 

the anodized black side panels in hand polished natural aluminum and 

with relative brackets. All that’s left is for you to choose your lucky 

number to put on your V7. 

 

code: 2S000148 

CHROME-PLATED STEEL FUEL TANK 

 

Combined with the polished aluminum elements, this chromium 

plated steel fuel tank is the best way to give your V7 a personal look 

in line with the café racer version. 

 

It’s also a great way to upgrade the look of your older V7 Classic or 

Café, although use on earlier vehicles with OEM plastic tanks will 

require additional items sold separately. 

 

code: 606133M  

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



FRONT AND REAR BOBBED POLISHED FENDERS 

 

Smaller than stock, these hand-polished natural aluminum fenders  

transform your V7 into a silver bullet, irresistible and lightning fast. 

 

Please note that to be able to use the USA OEM tail light requires 

2S000500, sold separately. 

 

code: 2S000147 

USA LICENSE PLATE BRACKET KIT 

 

Arch-shaped bracket for your V7 license plate to be used with the 

aluminum mudguards which highlight the line, finish and style of the 

bike.   

 

This is needed to reuse the OEM taillight/plate holder/turn signals 

which come with the bike. 

 

USA, Most of Canada Sized Plate 

code: 2S000500 

 

EU, Quebec + Alberta Canada Sized Plate 

code: 2S000282 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



CLIP ON BARS KIT 
 
Clip on bars kit, complete with cables, brake lines, riser block off kit 
allowing you to  change the set-up of your V7 into something even 
more sporty.  
 
Chrome for V7 II with ABS MY16-NEWER 
code:  2S000176 
 
Black for V7 non-ABS single throttle body MY13-MY15 
code: 606220M 
 
Black for V7 non-ABS dual throttle body MY12-OLDER 
code: B063843 
 

BAR-END MIRRORS 

 

Made of aluminum with rubber isolation ball joints and stainless steel 

screws, these bar-end mirrors replace the factory mirrors for added 

style.  

 

They are large enough to be useful while riding, giving an excellent 

view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the handlebar and also 

function as handguards, leaving the reflective part in the same position 

as the factory mirrors. 

 

Polished aluminum 

code: 2S000611 

 

Brushed aluminum 

code:  2S000261 

 

Black aluminum 

code: 2S000610 

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



PAIR OF POLISHED SILENCER PROTECTORS 
 
Pair of hand polished natural aluminum protectors for factory 
exhaust. With a more stylish, minimalist design, they carry out the 
function of protecting the legs from contact with the exhaust. 
 

code: 2S000150 

OMOBONO “THE BLACK DEVIL” TENNI’S LUCKY NUMBER 29 
 
Ride with Omobono “The Black Devil” Tenni’s number, one of the 
greatest riders in history. Attaches to the front and side number 
plates. 
 

code: 605983M 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 

SINGLE SEAT CAFÉ SADDLE 

 

Single-seat sport saddle based on the classic V7 Café line. 

 

code: 883588 (spare part) OR 606124M (accessory) 

PREMIUM SINGLE SEAT RIBBED SADDLE 

 

Single seat saddle with more room for the rider.   

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000260 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 

PREMIUM ONE AND A HALF SEAT RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Longer saddle for your V7 than the one that is factory mounted on the 

Café or Racer but smaller than the bi-posto saddle that comes stock on 

the Stone, Special, Classic. Perfect for riding in a more aerodynamic 

position as well as for allowing you to ride two-up when necessary.  

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000265  

 

PREMIUM BIPOSTO RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Two-up saddle for your V7 with electro-welded and stitched padding. 

Comfortable for riding in the city and perfect for your adventures and 

off-road excursions. 

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000262  

 



POLISHED ALUMINUM TURN SIGNAL RELOCATOR BRACKET 
 
These aluminum relocator brackets for the factory rear turn 
indicators attach to the rear subframe, moving the turn signals close 
to the saddle, leaving the rear more free to express all the style. 
 

code: 2S000266 

PAIR OF POLISHED INJECTOR COVERS 
 
Pair of hand polished natural aluminum injector covers, an aesthetic 
variation of the factory injector covers to be matched with the other 
polished elements in order to complete the tough look of your V7. 
 
code: 2S000149 
 
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 

5 SPEED RACING REARSET KIT 

 

The rearsets, derived from the 5 speed V7 Racer, are made of 

anodized aluminum and are complete with all necessary hardware for 

mounting. They guarantee a more sporting driving position and are the 

ideal complement to clip-on handlebars. They are also handy when 

adapting a V7 to taller riders.  Please note that these are not 

compatible with V7 II 6 speed. 

 

 

code 886954 

BITUBO PERFORMANCE SHOCK ABSORBERS 

 

This shock absorbers for Moto Guzzi V7 has been developed with 

Bitubo and have separate gas reservoir (piggy back) adjustable in 

preload, compression and rebound. They give a more sporty look to 

the bike and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 
These shock absorbers for V7s have been developed by Bitubo with 

separate gas reservoirs (piggy backs) and are adjustable in preload, 

compression, and rebound. They give a more sporty look to the bike 

and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 

Black Spring 

code 897773 

 

Red Spring 

code 606091M 

 

Red Spring only 

code 2S000175 



SIDEBAGS 

 

Natural leather bag(s) available in either natural vegetable oil tan or 

black to attach to the sides of your V7. Bags and supports sold 

separately to reduce replacement costs in case of a mishap. 

 

Natural leather bag on left 

code: 2S000264 

 

Black leather bag on left 

code: 2S000296 - 

 

 

 

Natural leather bag on right 

code: 2S000295  

 

Black leather bag on right  

code: 2S000297 

 

SIDEBAG SUPPORT 

 

Metal support, necessary to secure the side bag(s) to the vehicle.  

Please note that the right side is not compatible with the 

scrambler/legend high mounted Arrow exhaust. 

 

Sidebag support on right 

code: 2S000280 

 

Sidebag support on left 

code: 2S000294 

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 

LEATHER TOOLS BAG 

 

A carry-all bag in either natural vegetable tan or black leather finished 

with an appropriate band of the same colour). The bag is water 

resistant and can either be mounted to the gas tank using the provided 

strap or the bag can be mounted to the rear rack, sold separately. 

 

 

Natural leather tools bag 

code: 605991M 

 

Black leather tools bag 

code: 605989M 

 

LUGGAGE RACK 

 

Made of tubular steel and finished in black, this is designed to attach 

the tool bag (605989M or 605991M).  Available in two sizes: 

 

Small 

code: 2S000256  

 

Large 

code: 2S000259  

 



ALUMINUM FOOTPEGS 

 

Aluminum footpegs, light and sporty, they highlight the racing spirit 

of the V7. 

 

Front 

code: 2S000168 

 

Rear 

code: 2S000169 

 

DRILLED BUSHINGS SET 

 

Three drilled bushings to improve the look of the V7, applied in 

correspondence with the shock absorber fittings. 

 

code: 2S000172  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 



HANDLEBAR 

 

Replacement handlebar for those looking to keep the original riding 

position but make a statement in either black or chrome. These match 

the contour of the original handlebar on the V7 Classic, Special, and 

Stone. 

 

Black 

code: 2S000173 

 

Chrome 

code: 2S000174 

MOTORCYCLE COVER 

Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside use to protect against dust 

and intended for use during long periods of storing the bike. It is made 

from an elasticised fabric with graphics dedicated to the bike. 

 

"EAGLE" 

code: 606028M0001  

 

“PROFILE” 

code: 606028M0002 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DAPPER 
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GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 

It's night, and you wear sunglasses under your helmet.  

The city is your tailor-made environment, isn't it? 
 



XXXXXXX 
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xxxxxxxx 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 



BLACK PAINTED ALUMINUM BIKINI FAIRING 

 

Painted Aluminum top fairing fixed to the body with stainless steel 

brackets. Give your V7 a unique look. 

 

code: 2S000178 

 

    

BLACK PAINTED SIDE COVERS 

 

Lightweight Aluminum side covers, painted the same black as the V7 

to complete the total black look from the first to the last centimeter. 

 

 

code: 2S000179 

BLACK METAL FUEL TANK 

 

Fuel tank painted black in the same color as the body parts of the 

black V7 Stone to complete the total black look from the first to the 

last centimeter. 

 

Great way to upgrade the look of your older V7 Classic or Café. Use 

on vehicles with OEM plastic tanks will require additional items sold 

separately. 

 

code: 606132M  

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 



FRONT AND REAR BOBBED BLACK FENDERS 

 
These smaller-than-stock black aluminum fenders complete the black 

look from the first to the last centimeter. 

 

Please note that to be able to use the USA OEM rear tail light will 

require 2S000500, sold separately. 

 

code: 2S000180 

USA LICENSE PLATE BRACKET KIT 

 

Arch-shaped bracket for your V7 license plate to be used with the 

black aluminum mudguards which highlight the line, finish and style 

of the bike.   

 

This is needed to reuse the OEM tailight/plate holder/turn signals 

which come with the bike. 

 

USA, Most of Canada Sized Plate  

code: 2S000500 

 

EU, Quebec + Alberta Canada Sized Plate  

code: 2S000282 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 



CLIP ON BARS KIT 
 
Clip on bars kit, complete with cables, brake lines, riser block off kit 
allowing you to  change the set-up of your V7 into something even 
more sporty.  
 
Chrome for V7 II with ABS MY16-NEWER 
code:  2S000176 
 
Black for V7 non-ABS single throttle body MY13-MY15 
code: 606220M 
 
Black for V7 non-ABS dual throttle body MY12-OLDER 
code: B063843 
 

BAR END MIRRORS 
 
Bar end mirrors for your V7 that replace the factory mirrors. Made of 
aluminum, with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless steel screws.  
 
These have a mirror that is large enough to be useful while riding, 
giving an excellent view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the 
handlebar and also function as handguards, leaving the reflective part 
in the same position as the factory mirrors. 
 
BAR-END MIRRORS 

 

Made of aluminum with rubber isolation ball joints and stainless steel 

screws, these bar-end mirrors replace the factory mirrors for added 

style.  

 

They are large enough to be useful while riding, giving an excellent 

view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the handlebar and also 

function as handguards, leaving the reflective part in the same position 

as the factory mirrors. 
 

 
Polished aluminum 
code: 2S000611 
 
Brushed aluminum 
code:  2S000261 
 
Black aluminum 
code: 2S000610 
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 



PAIR OF POLISHED SILENCER PROTECTORS 
 
Pair of hand polished natural aluminum protectors for factory 
exhaust. With a more stylish, minimalist design, they carry out the 
function of protecting the legs from contact with the exhaust. 
 

code: 2S000150 

OMOBONO “THE BLACK DEVIL” TENNI’S LUCKY NUMBER 29 
 
Ride with Omobono “The Black Devil” Tenni’s number, one of the 
greatest riders in history. Attaches to the front and side number 
plates. 
 

code: 605983M 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 

SINGLE SEAT CAFÉ SADDLE 

 

Single-seat sport saddle based on the classic V7 Café line. 

 

code: 883588 (spare part) OR 606124M (accessory) 

 

 

PREMIUM SINGLE SEAT RIBBED SADDLE 

 

Single seat saddle with more room for the rider.   

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000260 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 

PREMIUM ONE AND A HALF SEAT RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Longer saddle for your V7 than the one that is factory mounted on the 

Café or Racer but smaller than the bi-posto saddle that comes stock on 

the Stone, Special, Classic. Perfect for riding in a more aerodynamic 

position as well as for allowing you to ride two-up when necessary.  

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000265  

 

PREMIUM BIPOSTO RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Two-up saddle for your V7 with electro-welded and stitched padding. 

Comfortable for riding in the city and perfect for your adventures and 

off-road excursions. 

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

 

code: 2S000262  

 



POLISHED ALUMINUM TURN SIGNAL RELOCATOR BRACKET 
 
These aluminum relocator brackets for the factory rear turn 
indicators attach to the rear subframe, moving the turn signals close 
to the saddle, leaving the rear more free to express all the style. 
 

code: 2S000266 

PAIR OF POLISHED INJECTOR COVERS 
 
Pair of hand polished natural aluminum injector covers, an aesthetic 
variation of the factory injector covers to be matched with the other 
polished elements in order to complete the tough look of your V7. 
 
code: 2S000149 
 
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 

BITUBO PERFORMANCE SHOCK ABSORBER 

 

These shock absorbers for V7s have been developed by Bitubo with 

separate gas reservoirs (piggy backs) and are adjustable in preload, 

compression, and rebound. They give a more sporty look to the bike 

and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 
 

 

Black Spring 

code 897773 

 

Red Spring 

code 606091M 

 

Red Spring only 

code 2S000175 

5 SPEED RACING REARSET KIT 

 

The rearsets, derived from the 5 speed V7 Racer, are made of 

anodized aluminum and are complete with all necessary hardware for 

mounting. They guarantee a more sporting driving position and are the 

ideal complement to clip-on handlebars. They are also handy when 

adapting a V7 to taller riders.  Please note that these are not 

compatible with V7 II 6 speed. 

 

 

code 886954 



SIDEBAG SUPPORT 

 

Metal support, necessary to secure the side bag(s) to the vehicle.  

Please note that the right side is not compatible with the 

scrambler/legend high mounted Arrow exhaust. 

 

Sidebag support on right 

code: 2S000280 

 

Sidebag support on left 

code: 2S000294 

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 

SIDEBAGS 

 

Natural leather bag(s) available in either natural vegetable oil tan or 

black to attach to the sides of your V7. Bags and supports sold 

separately to reduce replacement costs in case of a mishap. 

 

Natural leather bag on left 

code: 2S000264 

 

Black leather bag on left 

code: 2S000296 - 

 

 

 

Natural leather bag on right 

code: 2S000295  

 

Black leather bag on right  

code: 2S000297 



GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 

LEATHER TOOLS BAG 

 

A carry-all bag in either natural vegetable tan or black leather finished 

with an appropriate band of the same colour). The bag is water 

resistant and can either be mounted to the gas tank using the provided 

strap or the bag can be mounted to the rear rack, sold separately. 

 

 

Natural leather tools bag 

code: 605991M 

 

Black leather tools bag 

code: 605989M 

 

LUGGAGE RACK 

 

Made of tubular steel and finished in black, this is designed to attach 

the tool bag (605989M or 605991M).  Available in two sizes: 

 

small 

code: 2S000256  

 

Large 

code: 2S000259  

 



ALUMINUM FOOTPEGS 

 

Aluminum footpegs, light and sporty, they highlight the racing spirit 

of the V7. 

 

Front 

code: 2S000168 

 

Rear 

code: 2S000169 

 

DRILLED BUSHINGS SET 

 

Three drilled bushings to improve the look of the V7, applied in 

correspondence with the shock absorber fittings. 

 

code: 2S000172  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 



HANDLEBAR 

 

Replacement handlebar for those looking to keep the original riding 

position but make a statement in either black or chrome. These match 

the contour of the original handlebar on the V7 Classic, Special, and 

Stone. 

 

Black 

code: 2S000173 

 

Chrome 

code: 2S000174 

MOTORCYCLE COVER 
Tailor-made motorcycle cover to protect against dust, intended for 
use during long periods of storing the bike inside. It is made from an 
elasticised fabric with graphics dedicated to the bike. 
 
"EAGLE" 
code: 606028M0001  
 
“PROFILE” 
code: 606028M0002 

GUZZI GARAGE 
DARK RIDER 
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GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 

A byword for freedom since the ’70s, this custom kit gives your V7 a new and unexpected dimension. 
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GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



THREE SATIN FINISHED NUMBER PLATES 

  

Number plates in hand satin finished Aluminum, two side plates and 

one front plate, with relative brackets. To complete the classic look of 

your V7. 

 

code: 2S000153  

 

HIGH MOUNTED SCRAMBLER EXHAUST 

 

2 into 1 exhaust with modern technology but a classic look: 

reminiscent of the timeless ’70s era Scrambler Guzzis.  

 

EU ABS version  USA ABS version 

code: 2S000311  code: 2S000627 

 

EU Non-ABS version  USA Non-ABS version 

code: 2S000313  code: 2S000628 

 

 

This exhaust will need a dedicated support. 

•If the bike has the accessory Aluminum mudguard please use 

2S000325. 

•If the bike has the  OEM plastic mudguard please use 2S000324. 

 

Because the exhaust is on the side, the footpegs will have to be wider.  

This can be done two ways: 

1.Off-road footpegs 2S000258, for those who do not need as 

aggressive a footpeg all the time the Aluminum covers 2S000320 (two 

pieces necessary) can be added and removed quickly. 

2.Wide cover footpeg kit 2S000451 

 

Both footpeg choices will need: 

•short shift/brake pegs 2S000323 (two pieces necessary). 

 

 

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



FRONT AND REAR EXTRA LONG SATIN FINISHED FENDERS 

 

Natural Aluminum long mudguards, satin finished by hand and lighter 

than the conventional ones. 

 

Please note that to be able to use the USA OEM rear tail light will 

require 2S000500, sold separately. 

 

code: 2S000152 

USA LICENSE PLATE BRACKET KIT 

 

Arch-shaped bracket for your V7 license plate to be used with the 

black aluminum mudguards which highlight the line, finish and style 

of the bike.   

 

This is needed to reuse the OEM tailight/plate holder/turn signals 

which come with the bike. 

 

 

USA, Most of Canada Sized Plate 

code: 2S000500 

 

 

EU, Quebec + Alberta Canada Sized Plate 

code: 2S000282 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



ALUMINUM FINISHED BRAKE/SHIFT PEG 

 

For use with the high-mounted exhaust. The code corresponds to one 

brake/shift peg: two pieces must be ordered. 

 

code: 2S000323  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 

HIGH EXHAUST SUPPORT BRACKET 

 

Bracket necessary for the mounting of the high exhaust.  

 

For use with accessory Aluminum Fender: 

code: 2S000325  

 

For use with OEM Plastic Fender: 

code: 2S000324  

 



OFF ROAD FOOTPEG KIT (PAIR) 

 

Footpegs kit for your V7 designed specifically for off-road use. They 

will help you not to lose solid footing even in off road conditions. 

Please note that these are very aggressive in their tread pattern. 

 
A footpegs kit for your V7 designed specifically for off-road use, these 

will help maintain solid footing. Please note that these are very 

aggressive in their tread pattern. 

 

Either this or the 2S000451 must be used if the high mounted exhaust 

is fitted. 

 

 

code: 2S000258  

 

 

ALUMINUM FOOTPEG COVER FOR OFFROAD PEGS (EACH) 

 

Sold each, meant to be easily installed on the off road footpeg 

2S000258 to make it less grabby, can easily be removed to return the 

footpeg to aggressive. 

 

code: 2S000320  

 

WIDER FOOTPEGS (PAIR) 

 

Pair of wider footpegs, finished with knurled surface.  Either these or 

2S000258 must be used if the high mounted exhaust is fitted. 

 

code: 2S000451  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



TANK GRIP KIT 

 

Tank grips made of soft rubber, adhesive to be applied to the sides of 

the tank, with a diamond pattern and Moto Guzzi logo. 

 

code 897021 

 

BAR END MIRRORS 
 
Bar end mirrors for your V7 that replace the factory mirrors. Made of 
aluminum, with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless steel screws.  
 
These have a mirror that is large enough to be useful while riding, 
giving an excellent view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the 
handlebar and also function as handguards, leaving the reflective part 
in the same position as the factory mirrors. 
 
Polished aluminum 
code: 2S000611 
 
Brushed aluminum 
code:  2S000261 
 
Black aluminum 
code: 2S000610 
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



PAIR OF POLISHED SILENCER PROTECTORS 
 
Pair of hand polished natural aluminum protectors for factory 
exhaust. With a more stylish, minimalist design, they carry out the 
function of protecting the legs from contact with the exhaust.  Please 
note that these are for the stock exhaust only and will not work with 
the high mounted exhaust. 
 

code: 2S000150 

RUBBER FORK STANCHION DUST BOOT 
 
Rubber boots to protect the fork stanchions on your V7 from dust, 
road residue and anything else you may encounter on your 
adventures. The code corresponds to one dust boot: two pieces must 
be ordered. 
 
Please note that the clamps will have to be bought separately.  
Clamps are spare parts CM001929 and CM001928 and 2 of each will 
need to be ordered for the whole bike (1x each per side). 
 
code: 606123M  
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 

SINGLE SEAT CAFÉ SADDLE 

 

Single-seat sport saddle based on the classic V7 Café line. 

 

code: 883588 (spare part) OR 606124M (accessory) 

 

PREMIUM SINGLE SEAT RIBBED SADDLE 

 

Single seat saddle with more room for the rider.  Suitable for either a 

larger rider or a smaller rider with smaller passenger.   

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000260 



GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 

PREMIUM ONE AND A HALF SEAT RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Longer saddle for your V7 than the one that is factory mounted on the 

Café or Racer but smaller than the bi-posto saddle that comes stock on 

the Stone, Special, Classic. Perfect for riding in a more aerodynamic 

position as well as for allowing you to ride two-up when necessary.  

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000265  

 

PREMIUM BIPOSTO RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Two-up saddle for your V7 with electro-welded and stitched padding. 

Comfortable for riding in the city and perfect for your adventures and 

off-road excursions. 

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

 

code: 2S000262  

 



POLISHED ALUMINUM TURN SIGNAL RELOCATOR BRACKET 
 
These aluminum relocator brackets for the factory rear turn 
indicators attach to the rear subframe, moving the turn signals close 
to the saddle, leaving the rear more free to express all the style. 
 

code: 2S000266 

PAIR OF BRUSHED FINISH INJECTOR COVERS 
 
Pair of hand brushed natural aluminum injector covers, an aesthetic 
variation of the factory injector covers to be matched with the other 
brushed elements in order to complete the tough look of your V7. 
 
code: 2S000154 
 
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 

CROSSBEAM FOR HANDLEBAR  

 

Crossbeam for black painted Aluminum handlebar to transform the 

factory handlebar of your V7 into an off-road ready handlebar 

 

code 605985M  

 

BITUBO PERFORMANCE SHOCK ABSORBER 

 

This shock absorbers for Moto Guzzi V7 has been developed with 

Bitubo and have separate gas reservoir (piggy back) adjustable in 

preload, compression and rebound. They give a more sporty look to 

the bike and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 
These shock absorbers for V7s have been developed by Bitubo with 

separate gas reservoirs (piggy backs) and are adjustable in preload, 

compression, and rebound. They give a more sporty look to the bike 

and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 

 

Black Spring 

code 897773 

 

Red Spring 

code 606091M 

 

Red Spring only 

code 2S000175 

 

 



SIDEBAG SUPPORT 

 

Metal support, necessary to secure the side bag(s) to the vehicle.  

Please note that the right side is not compatible with the 

scrambler/legend high mounted Arrow exhaust. 

 

Sidebag support on right 

code: 2S000280 

Sidebag support on left 

code: 2S000294 

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 

SIDEBAGS 

 

Natural leather bag(s) available in either natural vegetable oil tan or 

black to attach to the side of your V7. Bags and supports sold 

separately to reduce replacement costs in case of a mishap. 

 

Natural leather bag on left 

code: 2S000264 

 

Black leather bag on left 

code: 2S000296 - 

 

 

 

Natural leather bag on right 

code: 2S000295  

 

Black leather bag on right  

code: 2S000297 

 



GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 

LEATHER TOOLS BAG 

 

A carry-all bag in either natural vegetable tan or black leather finished 

with an appropriate band of the same colour). The bag is water 

resistant and can either be mounted to the gas tank using the provided 

strap or the bag can be mounted to the rear rack, sold separately. 

 

 

Natural leather tools bag 

code: 605991M 

 

Black leather tools bag 

code: 605989M 

 

LUGGAGE RACK 

 

Made of tubular steel and finished in black, this is designed to attach 

the tool bag( 605989M or 605991M).  Available in two sizes: 

 

small 

code: 2S000256  

Large 

code: 2S000259  

 



ALUMINUM FOOTPEGS 

 

Aluminum footpegs, light and sporty, they highlight the racing spirit 

of the V7. 

 

Front 

code: 2S000168 

 

Rear 

code: 2S000169 

 

DRILLED BUSHINGS SET 

 

Three drilled bushings to improve the look of the V7, applied in 

correspondence with the shock absorber fittings. 

 

code: 2S000172  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 



HANDLEBAR 

 

Replacement handlebar for those looking to keep the original riding 

position but make a statement in either black or chrome. These match 

the contour of the original handlebar on the V7 Classic, Special, and 

Stone. 

 

Black 

code: 2S000173 

 

Chrome 

code: 2S000174 

MOTORCYCLE COVER 
Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect against dust, 
intended for use during long periods of storing the bike in a garage. It 
is made from an elasticised fabric with graphics dedicated to the bike. 
 
"EAGLE" 
code: 606028M0001  
 
“PROFILE” 
code: 606028M0002 

GUZZI GARAGE 
SCRAMBLER 
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GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 

Where does the staunch Moto Guzzi pride stem from?  

Not from nostalgia, but from its character. 
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GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



KIT OLIVE GREEN 

 

Complete kit that includes the fuel tank, mudguards and side panels 

painted in Alce green, the historic Moto Guzzi model. It will 

completely transform the look of your V7.   

 

code: 606131M 

HIGH EXHAUST 

 

2 into 1 exhaust with modern technology but a classic look: 

reminiscent of the timeless ’70s era Scrambler Guzzis.  

 

EU ABS version  USA ABS version 

code: 2S000311  code: 2S000627 

 

EU Non- ABS version  USA Non-ABS version 

code: 2S000313  code: 2S000628 

 

 

This exhaust will need a dedicated support. 

•If the bike has the accessory Aluminum mudguard please use 

2S000325. 

•If the bike has the  OEM plastic mudguard please use 2S000324. 

 

Because the exhaust is on the side, the footpegs will have to be wider.  

This can be done two ways: 

1.Off-road footpegs 2S000258, for those who do not need as 

aggressive a footpeg all the time the Aluminum covers 2S000320 (two 

pieces necessary) can be added and removed quickly. 

2.Wide cover footpeg kit 2S000451 

 

Both footpeg choices will need: 

•short shift/brake pegs 2S000323 (two pieces necessary). 

 

 

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



FRONT AND REAR EXTRA LONG SATIN FINISHED FENDERS 

 

Natural Aluminum long mudguards, satin finished by hand and lighter 

than the conventional ones. 

 

Please note that to be able to use the USA OEM rear tail light will 

require 2S000500, sold separately. 

 

code: 2S000152 

USA LICENSE PLATE BRACKET KIT 

 

Arch-shaped bracket for your V7 license plate to be used with the 

black aluminum mudguards which highlight the line, finish and style 

of the bike.   

 

This is needed to reuse the OEM tailight/plate holder/turn signals 

which come with the bike. 

 

USA, Most of Canada Sized Plate 

code: 2S000500 

 

EU, Quebec + Alberta Canada Sized Plate 

code: 2S000282 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



Aluminum FINISHED BRAKE/SHIFT PEG 

 

For use with the high mounted exhaust. The code corresponds to one 

brake/shift peg: two pieces must be ordered. 

 

code: 2S000323  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 

HIGH EXHAUST SUPPORT BRACKET 

 

Bracket necessary for the mounting of the high exhaust.  

 

For use with accessory Aluminum Fender:  

code: 2S000325  

 

For use with OEM Plastic Fender: 

code: 2S000324  

 



OFF ROAD FOOTPEG KIT 

 

Footpegs kit for your V7 designed specifically for off-road use. They 

will help maintain solid footing even in off road conditions. Please 

note that these are very aggressive in their tread pattern. 

 

Either this or the 2S000451 must be used if the high mounted exhaust 

is fitted. 

 

 

code: 2S000258  

 

 

ALUMINUM FOOTPEG COVER 

 

Sold each, meant to be easily installed on the off road footpeg 

2S000258 to make it less grabby, can easily be removed to return the 

footpeg to aggressive. 

 

code: 2S000320  

 

WIDER FOOTPEGS (PAIR) 

 

Pair of wider footpegs, finished with knurled surface.  Either this or 

the 2S000258 must be used if the high mounted exhaust is fitted. 

 

code: 2S000451  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



TANK GRIP KIT 

 

Tank grips made of soft rubber, adhesive to be applied to the sides of 

the tank, with a diamond pattern and Moto Guzzi logo. 

 

code 897021 

 

BAR END MIRRORS 
 
Bar end mirrors for your V7 that replace the factory mirrors. Made of 
aluminum, with rubber isolated ball joints and stainless steel screws.  
 
These have a mirror that is large enough to be useful while riding, 
giving an excellent view of what is behind you.  They are fixed to the 
handlebar and also function as handguards, leaving the reflective part 
in the same position as the factory mirrors. 
 
Polished aluminum 
code: 2S000611 
 
Brushed aluminum 
code:  2S000261 
 
Black aluminum 
code: 2S000610 
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



PAIR OF POLISHED SILENCER PROTECTORS 
 
Pair of hand polished natural aluminum protectors for factory 
exhaust. With a more stylish, minimalist design, they carry out the 
function of protecting the legs from contact with the exhaust.  Please 
note that these are for the stock exhaust only and will not work with 
the high mounted exhaust. 
 

code: 2S000150 

Rubber fork stanchion dust boots 
 
Rubber boots to protect the fork stanchions on your V7 from dust, 
road residue and anything else you may encounter on your 
adventures. The code corresponds to one dust boot: two pieces must 
be ordered. 
 
Please note that the clamps will have to be bought separately.  
Clamps are spare parts CM001929 and CM001928 and 2 of each will 
need to be ordered for the whole bike (1x each per side). 
 
code: 606123M  
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 

SINGLE SEAT CAFÉ SADDLE 

 

Single-seat sport saddle based on the classic V7 Café line. 

 

code: 883588 (spare part) OR 606124M (accessory) 

 

PREMIUM SINGLE SEAT RIBBED SADDLE 

 

Single seat saddle with more room for the rider.  Suitable for either a 

larger rider or a smaller rider with smaller passenger.   

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000260 



GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 

PREMIUM ONE AND A HALF SEAT RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Longer saddle for your V7 than the one that is factory mounted on the 

Café or Racer but smaller than the bi-posto saddle that comes stock on 

the Stone, Special, Classic. Perfect for riding in a more aerodynamic 

position as well as for allowing you to ride two-up when necessary.  

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

code: 2S000265  

 

PREMIUM BIPOSTO RIBBED SADDLE  

 

Two-up saddle for your V7 with electro-welded and stitched padding. 

Comfortable for riding in the city and perfect for your adventures and 

off-road excursions. 

 

Comes with ribbing for additional support, Moto Guzzi Logo 

embroidered. 

 

 

code: 2S000262  

 



POLISHED ALUMINUM TURN SIGNAL RELOCATOR BRACKET 
 
These aluminum relocator brackets for the factory rear turn 
indicators attach to the rear subframe, moving the turn signals close 
to the saddle, leaving the rear more free to express all the style. 
 

code: 2S000266 

PAIR OF BRUSHED FINISH INJECTOR COVERS 
 
Pair of hand brushed natural aluminum injector covers, an aesthetic 
variation of the factory injector covers to be matched with the other 
brushed elements in order to complete the tough look of your V7. 
 
code: 2S000154 
 
 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 

CROSSBEAM FOR HANDLEBAR  

 

Crossbeam for black painted Aluminum handlebar to transform the 

factory handlebar of your V7 into an off-road ready handlebar. 

 

code 605985M  

 

BITUBO PERFORMANCE SHOCK ABSORBER 

 

This shock absorbers for Moto Guzzi V7 has been developed with 

Bitubo and have separate gas reservoir (piggy back) adjustable in 

preload, compression and rebound. They give a more sporty look to 

the bike and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 
These shock absorbers for V7s have been developed by Bitubo with 

separate gas reservoirs (piggy backs) and are adjustable in preload, 

compression, and rebound. They give a more sporty look to the bike 

and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 

 

Black Spring 

code 897773 

 

Red Spring 

code 606091M 

 

Red Spring only 

code 2S000175 

 

 



SIDEBAG SUPPORT 

 

Metal support, necessary to secure the side bag(s) to the vehicle.  

Please note that the right side is not compatible with the 

scrambler/legend high mounted Arrow exhaust. 

 

Sidebag Support on right 

code: 2S000280 

Sidebag Support on left 

code: 2S000294 

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 

SIDEBAGS 

 

Natural leather bag(s) available in either natural vegetable oil tan or 

black to attach to the side of your V7. Bags and supports sold 

separately to reduce replacement costs in case of a mishap. 

 

Natural leather bag on left 

code: 2S000264 

 

Black leather bag on left 

code: 2S000296 - 

 

 

 

Natural leather bag on right 

code: 2S000295  

 

Black leather bag on right  

code: 2S000297 

 



GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 

LEATHER TOOLS BAG 

 

A carry-all bag in either natural vegetable tan or black leather finished 

with an appropriate band of the same colour). The bag is water 

resistant and can either be mounted to the gas tank using the provided 

strap or the bag can be mounted to the rear rack, sold separately. 

 

 

Natural leather tools bag 

code: 605991M 

 

Black leather tools bag 

code: 605989M 

 

LUGGAGE RACK 

 

Made of tubular steel and finished in black, this is designed to attach 

the tool bag( 605989M or 605991M).  Available in two sizes: 

 

small 

code: 2S000256  

Large 

code: 2S000259  

 



ALUMINUM FOOTPEGS 

 

Aluminum footpegs, light and sporty, they highlight the racing spirit 

of the V7. 

 

Front 

code: 2S000168 

 

Rear 

code: 2S000169 

 

KIT DRILLED BUSHINGS 

 

Three drilled bushings to improve the look of the V7, applied in 

correspondence with the shock absorber fittings. 

 

code: 2S000172  

 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



HANDLEBAR 

 

Replacement handlebar for those looking to keep the original riding 

position but make a statement in either black or chrome. These match 

the contour of the original handlebar on the V7 Classic, Special, and 

Stone. 

 

Black 

code: 2S000173 

 

Chrome 

code: 2S000174 

MOTORCYCLE COVER 
Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect against dust, 
intended for use during long periods of storing the bike in a garage. It 
is made from an elasticised fabric with graphics dedicated to the bike. 
 
"EAGLE" 
code: 606028M0001  
 
“PROFILE” 
code: 606028M0002 

GUZZI GARAGE 
LEGEND 



 

code 897021 

 

code 895509 

V7 RACER 



V7 RACER BIPOSTO KIT 

 

The kit consists of the two-seater saddle (a special version of the 

classic series with different cover and stitching), passenger pegs and 

passenger grips.  

 

code 886870 

SLIP-ON RACING EXHAUST KIT NON-ABS 

 

Racing silencers in polished stainless steel, not homologated, can be 

mounted “slip-on” on the set of V7 headers (not V7 Classic, Stone, or 

Special) and are fixed to the standard brackets. They are developed 

and made in collaboration with Arrow. They grant a proper sound, 

weight savings and improved performance in midrange and top end 

power, which translates into better acceleration. They recall the look 

of racing silencers on V7s that competed in races for production-based 

bikes in the 70’s. They do not require a specific ECU mapping. 

 

code 983169 

V7 RACER 



TANK GRIP KIT 

 

Kneeguards made of soft rubber, adhesive to be applied to the sides of 

the tank, with a diamond pattern and Moto Guzzi logo. 

 

code 897021 

V7 RACER CENTRAL STAND 

 

The steel stand has been designed and engineered in response to the 

strictest standards of security and strength. The kit includes brackets 

and related hardware. 

 

Please note that for the installation of this centerstand the USA market 

sidestand must either be removed or replaced with the EU spec 

sidestand. Also note: this kit fits the V7 Cafe but not the V7 Classic, 

Special, or Stone. 
 

code 895509 

V7 RACER 



V7 RACER CHROME STEEL LUGGAGE RACK 

 

This chrome plated steel rear carrier fits in place of the original 

handles giving the passanger a solid grab handle. 

 

code 887001 

TOPBAG 

 

Waterproof topbag in genuine leather, fixed to the rear rack  

(code 887001) using straps, it can be easily carried using the rear 

handle. 

 

code 983308 

V7 RACER 



SMALL TANK BAG AND TANK COVER 

 

Waterproof genuine leather tank cover with practical storage pocket 

and a hole for tank filling. It is fixed with the two screws under the 

rear edge of the tank, removing the saddle, and by a front strap. 

 

code B063837 

LARGE LEATHER TANKBAG AND TANK COVER 

 

Leather tank band and polyester bag with leather inserts, with practical 

pockets and carrying handle, attaches to the tank cover with quick 

release and micrometric closure. Equipped with rain hood. 

 

code B063838 

V7 RACER 



COMFORT GEL SADDLE 

 

For those looking for more comfort in driving, here is a two-seater 

saddle with gel insert. In addition to comfort, it offers easier reach to 

the ground thanks to the different shape of the inner foam. 

 

code B063597 

 

 

COMFORT GEL LOWER SADDLE 

 

This two-seater saddle combines the comfort of gel with the 

convenience of a 25mm lower and narrower profile. 

 

code B063598 

V7 BIKE COVER 
 
Bike cover made of anti-scratch black fabric with V7 logos on both 

sides. 

 
code 895729 

V7 RACER 



ALUMINUM FOOTPEGS 

 

Aluminum footpegs, light and sporty, they highlight the racing spirit 

of the V7. 

 

Front 

code: 2S000168 

 

Rear 

code: 2S000169 

 

DRILLED BUSHINGS SET 

 

Three drilled bushings to improve the look of the V7, applied in 

correspondence with the shock absorber fittings. 

 

code: 2S000172  

 

V7 RACER 



HANDLEBAR 

 

Replacement handlebar for those looking to keep the original riding 

position but make a statement in either black or chrome. These match 

the contour of the original handlebar on the V7 Classic, Special, and 

Stone. 

 

Black 

code: 2S000173 

 

Chrome 

code: 2S000174 

MOTORCYCLE COVER 
Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect against dust, 
intended for use during long periods of storing the bike in a garage. It 
is made from an elasticised fabric with graphics dedicated to the bike. 
 
"EAGLE" 
code: 606028M0001  
 
“PROFILE” 
code: 606028M0002 

V7 RACER 



 

code 983169 

 
code 886997 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



BIKE COVER 

 

Bike cover made of black fabric with anti-scratch. V7 logo on both 

sides 

 

code 895729 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 

BITUBO PERFORMANCE SHOCK ABSORBER 

 

This shock absorbers for Moto Guzzi V7 has been developed with 

Bitubo and have separate gas reservoir (piggy back) adjustable in 

preload, compression and rebound. They give a more sporty look to 

the bike and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 
These shock absorbers for V7s have been developed by Bitubo with 

separate gas reservoirs (piggy backs) and are adjustable in preload, 

compression, and rebound. They give a more sporty look to the bike 

and they improve the comfort and the handling thanks to their 

exceptional technical features. 

 

 

Black Spring 

code 897773 

 

Red Spring 

code 606091M 

 

Red Spring only 

code 2S000175 

 



SLIP-ON RACING EXHAUST KIT NON-ABS 

 

 

Racing silencers in polished stainless steel, not homologated, can be 

mounted “slip-on” on the set of V7 headers (not V7 Classic, Stone, or 

Special) and are fixed to the standard brackets. They are developed 

and made in collaboration with Arrow. They grant a proper sound, 

weight savings and improved performance in midrange and top end 

power, which translates into better acceleration. They recall the look 

of racing silencers on V7s that competed in races for production-based 

bikes in the 70’s. They do not require a specific ECU mapping. 

 

code 983169 

CAFE’ BRACKET KIT FOR EXHAUST 
 
Brackets kit for non-ABS exhaust made of anozided Aluminum.  
Meant to replace the passenger pegs on the V7 Classic, Special, and 
Stone, these give the pipes a sporty, upswept angle. 
 
code 886997 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



COMFORT GEL SADDLE 

 

For those looking for more comfort in driving, here is a two-seater 

saddle with gel insert. In addition to comfort, this saddle offers easier 

reach to the ground thanks to the different shape of the inner foam. 

 

code B063597 

 

 

COMFORT GEL LOWER SADDLE 

 

This two-seater saddle, combining the comfort of gel with the 

convenience of a 25mm lower and narrower profile. 

 

code B063598 

V7 CLASSIC/SPECIAL/STONE CENTRAL STAND 

 

The stand is made of dust and cataphoresis treated steel to resist to 

different climatic conditions and it has been designed and engineered 

in response to the strictest standards of security and strength. The kit 

includes brackets and related hardware. 

 

Please note that the USA market sidestand must be removed for the 

installation of this centerstand.  The USA spec sidestand can be left 

off or repladed with the EU spec sidestand. 

 
The steel stand has been designed and engineered in response to the 

strictest standards of security and strength. The kit includes brackets 

and related hardware. 

 

Please note that for the installation of this centerstand the USA market 

sidestand must either be removed or replaced with the EU spec 

sidestand. Also note: this kit fits the V7 Classic, Special, and Stone but 

not the V7 Cafe or Racer. 

 

 

code 983164 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



SIDE BAGS KIT 

 

The kit is comprised of a pair of waterproof genuine leather-coated 

nylon rigid bags with buckle closure, the chromed high-strength steel 

frame, and a pair of removable inner bags made of nylon. Volume of 

about 20Lper bag (40L total). 

 

code 983162 

SEMI-RIGID SIDEBAGS 

 

These technical vinyl sidebags attach easily to the side supports 

included in the kit and can be locked on. Elegant and spacious with a 

capacity of 42 liters for the pair, they are equipped with reflective 

profile for increased visibility at night. 

 

code B063096 

 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



CHROME STEEL LUGGAGE RACK 

 

This chrome plated steel rear carrier fits in place of the original 

handles giving the passanger a solid grab handle. 

 

code 983163 

TOPBAG 

 

Waterproof topbag in genuine leather, fixed to the roof rack (code 

983163) using straps, it can be easily removed through the rear handle. 

 

code 983308 

 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



INJECTION COVERS KIT 
 
The pair of injectors covers protect them from accidental contact with 

the driver’s knees. 

 
code 886996 

ALUMINUM SIDE FAIRINGS KIT 
 
The side panels of brushed and anodized Aluminum make the V7 even 

more beautiful: they streamline the “hips” (handy for shorter riders) 

and recall the handmade creations of cafe racers of the 70’s. 

 
code 886994 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



5 SPEED RACING REARSET KIT 

 

The rearsets, derived from the 5 speed V7 Racer, are made of 

anodized aluminum and are complete with all necessary hardware for 

mounting. They guarantee a more sporting driving position and are the 

ideal complement to clip-on handlebars. They are also handy when 

adapting a V7 to taller riders.  Please note that these are not 

compatible with V7 II 6 speed. 

 

 

code 886954 

TANK GRIP KIT 

 

Tank grips made of soft rubber, adhesive to be applied to the sides of 

the tank, with a diamond pattern and Moto Guzzi logo. 

 

code 897021 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



SMALL TANK BAG AND TANK COVER 

 

Waterproof genuine leather tank cover , with practical storage pocket 

and a hole for tank filling. It is fixed with the two screws under the 

rear edge of the tank, removing the saddle, and by a front strap. 

 

code B063837 

LARGE LEATHER TANKBAG AND TANK COVER 

 

Leather tank band and polyester bag with leather inserts, with practical 

pockets and carrying handle, attaches to the tank cover with quick 

release and micrometric closure. Equipped with rain hood. 

 

code B063838 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



RACER WINDSHIELD KIT 

 

The kit includes a molded plastic windshield (not painted) and the 

aluminum brackets with hardware. 

 

code 886995 

WINDSHIELD KIT 

 

The windshield has been designed to offer maximum protection 

without losing the focus on design. It has been approved to the highest 

standards (DOT and TUV) and tested on the road and in every 

condition by Moto Guzzi testers. 

 

code 8877724 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



ALUMINUM FOOTPEGS 

 

Aluminum footpegs, light and sporty, they highlight the racing spirit 

of the V7. 

 

Front 

code: 2S000168 

 

Rear 

code: 2S000169 

 

DRILLED BUSHINGS SET 

 

Three drilled bushings to improve the look of the V7, applied in 

correspondence with the shock absorber fittings. 

 

code: 2S000172  

 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



HANDLEBAR 

 

Replacement handlebar for those looking to keep the original riding 

position but make a statement in either black or chrome. These match 

the contour of the original handlebar on the V7 Classic, Special, and 

Stone. 

 

Black 

code: 2S000173 

 

Chrome 

code: 2S000174 

MOTORCYCLE COVER 
Tailor-made motorcycle cover for inside to protect against dust, 
intended for use during long periods of storing the bike in a garage. It 
is made from an elasticised fabric with graphics dedicated to the bike. 
 
"EAGLE" 
code: 606028M0001  
 
“PROFILE” 
code: 606028M0002 

V7 SPECIAL AND 
STONE 



GMP GUZZI MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM FOR V7 II ABS ONLY 

 

Multimedia platform to manage information related to the vehicle and 

to its use. It is customizable in its display modes. This allows your 

smart phone to act as a secondary display for the bike showing GPS 

location, engine RPM, acceleration, speed, lean angle, etc. 

 

For installation the support for GMP code 2S000170 is necessary. 

 

code: 2S000157  

 

 

SUPPORT FOR GMP 

 

Bracket necessary to support the installation of Guzzi Multimedia  

Platform. 

 

code: 2S000170  

 

SATIN-FINISHED ALUMINUM SWITCH COVER 

 

Only for V7 II, hand satin-finished aluminum panel, replacing the 

black painted production part. 

 

code: 606181M 

V7 II ABS SPECIFIC 


